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Phone N u m ber 0L7 44-?-22855
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Sh' Dwarka Dass,

S/o Sh. Sardara Ram,

#1"685 I 23, V ish n u Colo nY'

Kurukshetra '

Memo No' Ch-31/U HICGRF-158 I 2019

Dated: 30'10'2019

subiect: - order in respect of complaint of Sh' Dwarka Dass' s/o sh' sardara Ram'

#t685 | 23, Vishnu Colony' Ku rukshetra'

Enclosedpleasefindherewiththeorderclated30.l0.20lgissuedbyCotrsttrrter

Grievances Redressal Forurn in respect of your conrplaint for your kind information'

This is issued as per direction of the Forurrt'

&
SecretarY,

DA/A' above ccRf , rJ*uvN,

Ku ru kslretra

Endst. No. Ch-31/UH/CGRF-158 l2oLs Dated:-30'10'201'9

CopyoftheaboveisforwarrledtotheSDo/op,Sub-Divisicln,No.||,tJtJt3VN,

Kurukshetra for favour of his information and compliance thereof '

SecfttarY,

CGRF, UHBVN,

Ku ru kshetra

3.. Secretary/HERC, Sec-4, Panchkula'

2. CGM/Commercial UHBVN, Panchkula'

3. SE/OP, Circle, UHBVN, Kurukshetra'

4. XEN/IT, UHBVN, Panchkula' (for posting on UHBVN site)

5. XEN/OP, Division, UHBVN, Kurukshetra'
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CONSUMER GRIEVANCES REDRESSAL FORU M

Uttar HarYana Biili Vitran Nigam
33 KV Power House Near NIT Kurukshetra

E-mail: cgrf@uhbvn.org.in
No.01744-

Comp. No. UH/CGRF - 158 of 2019

Date of Institution:- 2.4,2019

Date of Hearing:-

Date of Order:-
/0-/o-ao/f

Jo -/a - tuq

Before the consumer Grievances Redressal Forum, UHBVNL.

Present:

1. Sh. Deepak Jain, Member.

2" Sh. Ashwani Kumar Duhan, Independent Member"

ln the matter of complaint of Sh" Dwarka Dass S/o Sh. Sardara Ram, # L685123, Vishnu Colony,

Kurukshetra.

Complai nant/Petitioner

Vs

(1) XEN/OP Division, UHBVN, Kurukshetra'

(2) SDO/oP Sub Division No. ll, UHBVN, Kurukshetra.

"............. Respondents

Appearance:

For Complainant: None'
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ORDER

The consumer Sh. Dwarka Dass S/o Sh. Sardara Ram, # 1685/23, Vishnu Colony,

Kurukshetra has made a complaint regarding correction of DS bill. The Forum has the

jurisdiction to try this complaint,

The complainant had pleaded that :-

1. He is DS supply consumer having account no. KTL2-3997. His premises in Vishnu Nagar,

Kurukshetra was raided on 25-7-2O1,L and during the process of checking reading was mentioned

inadvertently as 27638 units instead of 21.524 units. He has already paid the energy bill of reading

up to 21524 units whereas the bill of 6114 units was issued inadvertently by the department and the

bill has not been corrected in spite of repeated requests. Sh. Rajesh Kumar and employee of SDO

office has demanded the illegal gratification of Rs. 15000/- for correcting his bill. He has made a

complaint in this regard to the then SDO Sh. Mehtab Singh and also requested to XEN/OP

Kurukshetra but nothing has been done so far. He has also filed a civil suit in the court but the same

was withdrawn by him on the assurance given by the department on the plea that his case will be

got decided as out of court settlement and the excess payment made by him will be adjusted in his

account thereafter he has deposited an amount of Rs. 18000/- but the department has not adjusted

the excess payment made by him. He has also made the same complaint in the CM/Window but no

satisfactory action has been taken on his complaint due to which he is under tension. He has prayed

that his bill may be got corrected and his excess payment may be adjusted in his new account no.

5/22L1,.

The complaint was received in the office of the Forum on 2-4-2019. The Forum

considered the facts and found the petition feasible for acceptance and same was
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admitted. Accordingly, notice of motion dated 2-4-2OLg was issued to both the

parties. The respondent was asked to submit his version /reply on the affidavit duly

attested by the Notary public/Oath Commissioner.

The respondent SDO has submitted that:-

The premises of the consumer was checked vide LL-t No. 1,6/679 dated 25-7-2011 by vigilance

staff and meter packed and sent to M&T Lab, Yamuna Nagar for internal verification after that

the lab" reported that both the firm seals and M&T seals found tempered and meter opened for

internal examination and found extra circuit inserted between pCB & CpS. Hence, the

mechanism of the meter has been intentionally affected for committing of theft of energy and

video-graphy done. After that assessment was made by his office in which billed units were

calculated from 8/201O to 6/20L1. and total 4934 units were debited from I27j7 units and

consumer was billed for 2L524 units in the month of 7/201,1, and assessment was made for 7g43

units @ Rs. 9.98 for amounting to Rs. 85253/- alongwith compounding of Rs. 36000/- and meter

cost Rs. 3L00/- total amounting to Rs. 1243531- and the same was deposited by the consumer"

The consumer has represented to his office regarding correction of assessment. That as and

when the premises was checked vide above said LL-l the reading of the meter was recorded as

27638 units but in the assessment, units were taken for the period 8/2OtO to 6/20j,J, in which

6IL4, difference of billed units were not assessed. After that advice from XEN/op Division,

Kurukshetra was taken vide memo no. 5083/KK-2/Dwarkadass/CM Window dated 29-5-201g

regarding difference of units calculation in assessment or not and XEN/op Division, Kurukshetra

has advised to his office vide memo no.Ch-226/lA-t/K-2 dated 3/2018. The case submitted by

your office under reference after lapse of 7 years is not found feasible for consideration as per

S/C No. U-23/2017 after that his office closed the case.

Observations/Decision.

After going through the documents placed on record and keeping in view the various

proceedings held from time to time, the Forum is agreed with the action taken by the respondent SDO

as the mechanism of the meter has been intentionally affected for committing theft of energy, after

that assessment was made by his office in which billed units were calculated from 8/2O1.Oto 6/2011 and
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total4934 units were debited from \2777 units and consumer was billed for 21524 units in the month of
7/20t7 and assessment was made for 7843 units @ Rs.9.98 for amounting to Rs" g5253/- alongwith

compounding of Rs. 36000/- and meter cost of Rs. 31OO/- totalamounting to Rs. 124353/- and the same

was deposited by the consumer. Hence, the complaint of the complainant stands decided.

The case file may be consigned to the record without any cost to either of the parrres.

The order is signed and issued by the Consumer Grievances Redressal Forum on

aatea 3 0 lrcl2oLs.

(Vacant)

Chairman

CGRF, Kurukshetra
Independent Member

CGRF, Kurukshetra
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Member

CGRF, Kurukshetra


